Chinese
Virologist
Whistleblower: China Made It,
Turned It Loose
The testimony of Chinese virologist Dr. Li-Meng Yan states that China
made the COVID-19 virus and intentionally released it to cause harm to
the rest of the world. Since China is a Technocracy, it is complicit in the
goals of Technocracy, namely, the destruction of Capitalism and Free
Enterprise. ⁃ TN Editor
Hours after her unceremonious Twitter ban for, we assume,
presenting evidence that SARS-CoV-2 was created in a Wuhan lab,
Chinese virologist Dr. Li-Meng Yan appeared on “Tucker Carlson
Tonight,” where she told the Fox News host that the virus is a
“Frankenstein” which was designed to target humans which
was intentionally released.
“It could never come from nature,” she Yan – an MD/PhD who worked
with coronavirus at the University of Hong Kong
“There is evidence left in the genome” – which Yan detailed in a 26-

page scientific paper co-written with three other Chinese
scientists. “They don’t want people to know this truth. Also, that’s why I
get suspended [from Twitter], I get suppression. I am the target that
the Chinese Communist Party wants disappeared.”
When Carlson asked her why she believes the virus made it’s way out of
the Wuhan lab, Dr. Yan said “I worked in the WHO reference
lab, which is the top coronavirus lab in the world at the university of
Hong Kong. And the things I got deeply into such investigation in secret
from the early beginning of this outbreak – I had my intelligence
through my network in China, involved in the hospitals, institutes
and also government.”
“Together with my experience, I can tell you – this is created in a lab.”
Watch:
Dr. Yan fled Hong Kong on April 28 on a Cathay Pacific flight to the
United States. She believes her life is in danger, and that she can never
go back home.
“The reason I came to the U.S. is because I deliver the message of the
truth of COVID,” Yan told Fox News in July.
As we reported at the time:
Yan said that discussion between colleagues in China about the
disease took a sharp turn after “doctors and researchers who had been
openly discussing the virus suddenly clammed up.” Contacts in Wuhan
went completely dark and others warned not to ask them about the
virus – telling Yan “We can’t talk about it, but we need to wear masks.”
“There are many, many patients who don’t get treatment on time and
diagnosis on time,” said Yan, adding “Hospital doctors are scared,
but they cannot talk. CDC staff are scared.”
Read full story here…

